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Moraxella bovoculi Problems?

Moraxella bovoculi SOLUTION!

The Addison Autogenous Program

- Complete Diagnostic and Autogenous Support
- Fast Delivery on Initial Order
- Excellent Syringeability
- Exceptional Safety Record

MAXI/GUARD® Pinkeye Bacterin has earned the trust of bovine practitioners as the preferred pinkeye preventative when the disease is caused solely by M. bovis. However, the problem can be caused by the combination of M. bovis and M. bovoculi bacteria. Unfortunately no commercial vaccines provide that coverage. When M. bovoculi is present, your best option is utilizing MAXI/GUARD® along with the Addison Autogenous Program. We can assist you from diagnosing the problem to creating the solution!

From the LEADERS in pinkeye prevention!
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